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Abstract
Students created ungraded Concept Maps about colonialism three times during the semester. We analyzed the students' progress during the semester, and together reviewed the CMs at the end of the term. The tasks were meant to enable students' metacognitive abilities to follow and note their progress during the semester, and serve as an end-of-semester review. The CMs provided the instructor with evidence to gauge student knowledge informally during the semester without the labor of grading.

Introduction
- The CM Project supports the assessment of the following SLO: "Students will understand the basic terminology of Postcolonial Studies.
- Students were asked to create three Concepts Maps (CM1, CM2, CM3), during Week 2, Week 8, and Week 13. The students were asked to create two maps each time: "Colonialism leads to . . ." and "Colonialism stems from . . ."
- Students were limited to a maximum of fifteen minutes of class time to complete each CM.
- After creating CM3, the students reviewed all of their CMs and analyzed them for what the maps illustrated about each student's learning process. After the individual reviews, students gathered in two large groups to come to conclusions about what we called "The Concept Map Project."

Student Sample
I had numerous students offer their sample CMs to use here. One student's work (below) with CM1, CM2, and CM3 fully illustrates the CM Project.

Objectives & Hypothesis
- The main objective of the Concept Map Project is twofold: 1) to enable students to obtain metacognitive understanding of their learning process, and 2) to enable the instructor to see the students' progress during the semester.
- One goal for the course is for the students to obtain a firm grounding of basic key concepts relating to Postcolonial Studies.
- The hypothesis is that The Concept Map Project should illustrate the accomplishment (or lack thereof) of these goals for assessment purposes.

Results
- Based on the submitted CMs, I viewed the abilities of the students at various points during the semester, and made adjustments to class discussions accordingly.
- Students began to incorporate more rigorous academic terminology in CM2 and CM3.
- One of the unforeseen and impressive results was that students began to visualize, on their own, the intersectionality of key concepts within Postcolonial Studies (See the web-like design of the Sample CM 3 below).
- In CM2 and CM3, students were able to include examples to illustrate the key concepts.
- As suggested by their Concept Maps alone, 12 of 14 students demonstrated significant improvement during the semester and general mastery of understanding major course concepts related to Postcolonial Studies by the end of the semester.

Conclusions
- Upon reviewing their CMs, students conclude that reading and discussing literature enhances their understanding of critical real world postcolonial issues, such as hybridity, diaspora, orientalism, and nationalism. They understand the concepts better because they can envision them as a lived reality through the characters and plot of the chosen literature. It helped that various concepts relative to Postcolonial Studies were extensively embedded in the novels, poetry, and drama chosen for review.
- Students noted one limitation: concept maps request students to generalize using labels, thus limiting some students' development of thought.
- Another limitation is that some students illustrate their knowledge better through other forms such as projects or, not surprisingly, textual exam answers. The CM should be used in conjunction with other assessment tools.
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